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MADS box genes in plants consist of MIKC-type and type I genes. While MIKC-type genes have been studied extensively,
the functions of type I genes are still poorly understood. Evidence suggests that type I MADS box genes are involved in
embryo sac and seed development. We investigated two independent T-DNA insertion alleles of the Arabidopsis thaliana
type I MADS box gene AGAMOUS-LIKE61 (AGL61) and showed that in agl61 mutant ovules, the polar nuclei do not fuse and
central cell morphology is aberrant. Furthermore, the central cell begins to degenerate before fertilization takes place.
Although pollen tubes are attracted and perceived by the mutant ovules, neither endosperm development nor zygote
formation occurs. AGL61 is expressed in the central cell during the final stages of embryo sac development. An AGL61:
green fluorescent protein–b-glucoronidase fusion protein localizes exclusively to the polar nuclei and the secondary
nucleus of the central cell. Yeast two-hybrid analysis showed that AGL61 can form a heterodimer with AGL80 and that the
nuclear localization of AGL61 is lost in the agl80mutant. Thus, AGL61 and AGL80 appear to function together to differentiate
the central cell in Arabidopsis. We renamed AGL61 DIANA, after the virginal Roman goddess of the hunt.
INTRODUCTION
The MADS box family of transcription factors in plants is well
known for its role in developmental processes. Members of this
family fulfill important functions in vegetative development, reg-
ulation of flowering time, control of meristem identity, develop-
ment of the floral organs, and fruit and seed development
(Becker and Theissen, 2003; Ferrario et al., 2004). All of these
well-characterized MADS box genes belong to the MIKC type of
MADSbox genes, which share, in addition to theMADSbox, the I
(Intervening), K (Keratin-like), and C (C-terminal) regions. Re-
markably, analysis of the Arabidopsis thaliana genome revealed
the existence of a second type of MADS box genes in plants
(Alvarez-Buylla et al., 2000; Arabidopsis Genome Initiative, 2000)
that had not appeared in forward genetic studies. This group of
genes, named type I MADS box genes (Alvarez-Buylla et al.,
2000) or M-type MADS box genes (Kofuji et al., 2003), have no
domains in common except for the MADS box.
The type I MADS box genes from Arabidopsis and rice (Oryza
sativa) can be further subdivided into Ma, Mb, and Mg sub-
classes, which are probably not monophyletic (De Bodt et al.,
2003b; Kofuji et al., 2003; Parˇenicova´ et al., 2003; Nam et al.,
2004). Despite the presumed polyphyletic origin of the type I
MADS box genes, several characteristics are shared by the three
subclasses. In contrast with theMIKC-type genes, themajority of
the type I genes contain no introns (De Bodt et al., 2003a), are
weakly expressed (Kofuji et al., 2003; Parˇenicova´ et al., 2003),
and were duplicated after the divergence of monocots and
dicots (De Bodt et al., 2003a).
Although the type I genes outnumber the MIKC type genes in
the Arabidopsis genome (61 versus 46; Parˇenicova´ et al., 2003),
little is known about the function of these genes. Recently, the
functional characterization of four Arabidopsis type I genes
contributed considerably to the understanding of the type I
subfamily. The first type I gene to be characterized, PHERES1
(PHE1; also known as AGAMOUS-LIKE37 [AGL37], an Mg-type
gene), was found to be regulated by the Polycomb group gene
MEDEA (MEA) and is expressed in the embryo and endosperm
shortly after fertilization (Ko¨hler et al., 2003b). Although phe1
mutants show awild-type phenotype, reduced expression levels
of PHE1 inmea seed development mutants partially restored the
mutant phenotype, indicating a role of PHE1 repression in seed
development (Ko¨hler et al., 2003b).
More evidence for the functionality of Mg-type genes was
provided by the agl80 mutant (Portereiko et al., 2006). agl80
mutant megagametophytes show a defect in the maturation of
the central cell and fail to develop endosperm after fertilization. In
accordance with the mutant phenotype, AGL80 is expressed in
the central cell and in the endosperm before cellularization. The
Ma-type gene AGL62, which interacts with AGL80 (De Folter
et al., 2005), was found to be expressed during the syncytial
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phase of endosperm development and is suppressed by the
FERTILIZATION-INDEPENDENT SEED (FIS) Polycomb group
complex just before cellularization of the endosperm occurs
(Kang et al., 2008). In agl62 mutants, the endosperm undergoes
precocious cellularization, indicating that AGL62 plays an im-
portant role in endosperm development. Finally, the Ma-type
gene AGL23 was found to be involved in both female gameto-
phyte and embryo development. The agl23 mutant is arrested
after megasporogenesis, although this defect is not completely
penetrant. In addition, the gene was found to be essential for the
development of chloroplasts during embryogenesis (Colombo
et al., 2008).
The functional studies of PHE1, AGL80, AGL62, and AGL23
suggest a role for type I MADS box genes in female gametophyte
development or early seed development, processes that are
molecularly not very well understood. In the last decade, pro-
gress has been achieved in the genetic characterization of
megagametogenesis, predominantly by forward genetic screens
for Arabidopsis mutants that exhibit a distorted segregation
(Moore et al., 1997; Howden et al., 1998). Many of the mutants
identified affect cell cycle progression in early megagameto-
genesis, when the megaspore mother cell undergoes three
rounds of mitosis to produce the eight-nucleus embryo sac
(Moore et al., 1997; Christensen et al., 1998; Springer et al., 2000;
Kwee and Sundaresan, 2003; Pagnussat et al., 2005). In the final
stages of Arabidopsis megagametogenesis, the eight nuclei of
the embryo sac migrate and acquire a specific fate, followed by
cellularization of the syncytium. The resulting seven-celled fe-
male gametophyte consists of three antipodal cells at the cha-
lazal pole, the egg cell and two synergid cells at the micropylar
pole, and the binucleate central cell in the center. Upon matu-
ration, the nuclei of the central cell fuse to form the diploid
secondary nucleus and the antipodal cells degenerate, resulting
in a four-celled mature female gametophyte (Schneitz et al.,
1995; Christensen et al., 1997).
The molecular processes that regulate the migration of the
nuclei and determine cell fate and function are not very well
understood, although recent studies have revealed several
mutants that exhibit defects in the final stages of female ga-
metophyte development. The mutants myb domain protein98
(Kasahara et al., 2005) and feronia (which is allelic to sirene) (Huck
et al., 2003; Rotman et al., 2003) are affected in pollen tube
guidance and reception, probably due to a defect in synergid cell
functioning. Several other mutants were found to be defective in
central cell functioning. These include the gametophytic factor2
(gfa2), gfa3, and gfa7mutants, in which fusion of the polar nuclei
does not occur (Christensen et al., 1998), agl80, in which central
cell functioning is impaired, and fertilization-independent endo-
sperm (fie), fis2, mea, and multicopy suppressor of ira1 (msi1),
which develop endosperm in the absence of fertilization (Ohad
et al., 1996; Chaudhury et al., 1997; Grossniklaus et al., 1998;
Ko¨hler et al., 2003a). Mutants specifically associated with egg
cell fate or functioning have not been described, but in a screen
for regulators of egg cell fate, Gross-Hardt et al. (2007) identified
the lachesis mutant, in which egg cell fate is extended to the
accessory cells of the embryo sac. Moreover, misexpression of
the BEL1-LIKE HOMEODOMAIN gene in the eostremutant leads
to the conversion of synergid into egg cell fate (Pagnussat et al.,
2007). Despite the identification of several mutants, the molec-
ular processes underlying cell fate adoption in the female game-
tophyte and specifically the determination of gametic cell (egg
cell and central cell) fate and functioning remain elusive.
Here, we report the characterization of the type I MADS box
gene AGL61. AGL61 is an Ma-type MADS box gene that is
specifically expressed in the central cell of the female gameto-
phyte, and the protein is exclusively targeted to the polar nuclei
and the secondary nucleus of the central cell. We studied two
T-DNA insertion alleles ofAGL61 and demonstrate that both lines
fail to transmit the mutant allele via the female gametophyte. A
thorough investigation of the mutant phenotype showed that
central cell formation is impaired in agl61 female gametophytes.
Although the identities of the synergids, egg cell, and antipodal
cells are not affected, agl61 embryo sacs start to degenerate
before fertilization and fail to initiate embryo and endosperm
development after pollen tube penetration. We performed yeast
two-hybrid interaction studies and found that AGL61 can form a
heterodimer with AGL80. Moreover, we showed that the nuclear
localization of AGL61 is lost in the agl80 mutant, indicating that
transport of AGL61 to the nucleus is dependent on dimerization
with AGL80. These data suggest that AGL61 and AGL80 act
together in the differentiation of the central cell. We renamed
AGL61 DIANA (DIA), after the virginal Roman goddess of the
hunt, also the goddess of nature and childbirth.
RESULTS
DIA (AGL61) Gene Structure
The type I MADS box gene DIA, formerly known as AGL61, is a
member of the Ma subclass that contains 25 genes in the
Arabidopsis genome (Parˇenicova´ et al., 2003). Like the majority
of the type I genes, DIA is a relatively small protein of 264 amino
acids that is encoded by a single exon, as is depicted schemat-
ically in Figure 1A. The first ATG in the open reading frame is
present 177 bp upstream of the conserved MADS box, suggest-
ing that DIA contains a distinct N-terminal region, whereas in
most Ma-type proteins the MADS domain is located close to the
N terminus. Analysis of the protein sequence in PSORT (http://
psort.nibb.ac.jp/form.html) revealed a nuclear localization signal
within the MADS domain, in agreement with a putative role as a
transcription factor. Except for the MADS domain, no conserved
domains are present in the type I proteins, but several motifs can
be recognized that are specific for the different subclasses (De
Bodt et al., 2003a). DIA contains a distinct Ma-type motif of 11
residues just C-terminal from the MADS box (Figure 1A).
DIA Is Expressed in the Final Stages of Embryo
Sac Development
To determine the spatial and temporal expression patterns of
DIA, we analyzed Arabidopsis plants transformed with the pDIA:
GFP-GUS construct. This construct contains a 1.9-kb fragment
upstream of the DIA start codon transcriptionally fused to
the green fluorescent protein (GFP) and b-glucuronidase
(GUS) reporter genes. All plant tissues from six GUS-expressing
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transformants were tested for GUS staining, but staining was
only observed in a small region where the stamen filament is
attached to the anther (see Supplemental Figure 1A online) and in
the female gametophyte. For detailed analysis ofDIA expression,
pistils were harvested from various developmental stages and
stained for GUS activity. Staining was only observed in the final
stages of embryo sac development, from stage FG5 onward
(stages after Christensen et al., 1997) (Figures 2A and 2C). At
stage FG5, the female gametophyte consists of eight nuclei that
migrate to specific positions within the embryo sac (Christensen
et al., 1997) (Figure 2B). At late stage FG5, the female gameto-
phyte cellularizes to give rise to the four distinct cell types of the
female gametophyte: the synergid cells, the egg cell, the central
cell, and the antipodal cells. At stage FG6, the polar nuclei of the
central cell fuse to form the secondary nucleus and the three
antipodal cells start to degenerate, eventually resulting in a four-
celled embryo sac (stage FG7). Ovules expressing the pDIA:
GFP-GUS construct exhibited a high GUS signal throughout the
embryo sac already after a couple hours of staining (Figure 2A).
Sectioning of the GUS-stained ovules showed signal in the
central cell, synergids (Figure 2C), and egg cell (see Supplemen-
tal Figure 1B online). GFP analysis of the transformed ovules
revealed the same expression pattern (Figure 2D).
To obtain more detailed information about the embryo sac cell
types expressing DIA and to investigate the subcellular localiza-
tion of the DIA protein, we transformed Arabidopsis plants with
the pDIA:DIA-GFP-GUS construct and determined the expres-
sion of the fusion protein. In contrast with the apparent embryo
sac–wide expression of the transcriptional reporter construct,
the chimeric protein was expressed exclusively in the central cell
in the final stages (i.e., FG5 to FG7) of megagametogenesis
(Figures 2E and 2F). We did not observe any expression in the
egg cell or synergid cells, even after prolonged staining (up to
4 d). Consistent with a putative role as a transcription factor, the
DIA-GFP-GUS fusion protein was found to be located in the
secondary nucleus (Figure 2E). Expression was also detected in
polar nuclei prior to fusion (stage FG5; Figure 2F), consistent with
the earliest expression ofDIA determined by the pDIA:GFP-GUS
reporter construct.
To investigate the discrepancy between the observed expres-
sion patterns of the promoter–reporter construct and that of the
fusion protein further, we performed in situ hybridization exper-
iments with embryo sacs from stages FG4 to FG7 using a DIA-
specific antisense probe that contained a fragment of ;400
nucleotides downstream of the MADS box. In accordance with
the other experiments, no signal was detected in female game-
tophytes before stage FG5. Only embryo sacs in stages FG5 to
FG7 showed a hybridization signal, and this signal was specif-
ically located in the central cell (Figures 2G to 2I). Female
gametophytes that were hybridized with a sense probe showed
no signal at all. These data reveal that both theDIAmRNAand the
DIA protein are specifically located in the central cell and that the
observed GFP-GUS expression throughout the embryo sac in
pDIA:GFP-GUS plants is most likely due to diffusion of the
reporter gene product. Alternatively, the coding region of DIA
may contain elements that regulate differential expression ofDIA
in the different embryo sac cell types.
To determine whether DIA is also expressed after fertilization,
we analyzed developing seeds of plants containing either pDIA:
GFP-GUS or pDIA:DIA-GFP-GUS at several time points after
pollination. GFP/GUS signal was visible until 48 h after pollination
near the micropylar end of developing seeds containing pDIA:
GFP-GUS and could occasionally be observed in the first two
endosperm nuclei in ovules that contained pDIA:DIA-GFP-GUS
(see Supplemental Figures 1C and 1D online, respectively).
However, expression of the reporter constructs in developing
seeds was not detected when the construct was introduced via
the male parent, indicating that the observed signal remained
from the megagametophyte.
DIA expression appears to be almost completely restricted to
the female gametophyte. To confirm the exclusive expression of
the gene, we performed real-time RT-PCR analysis with RNA
from different tissues (Figure 3). Expression of DIAwas detected
in rosette leaves, stems, inflorescences, stamens, and siliques at
5 d after pollination, but the relative expression in these tissues
was <5% of the expression measured in pistils, demonstrating
that DIA is indeed predominantly expressed in the female ga-
metophyte. This expression pattern confirmed the results ob-
tained with the promoter–reporter construct.
DIA Interacts with Several Mg-Type Proteins
The interactions between all MADS box transcription factors in
Arabidopsis have been investigated by De Folter et al. (2005) in a
matrix-type yeast two-hybrid screen. The ability of AGL61 (DIA)
to interact with other MADS domain proteins was also investi-
gated in their study, but no interactions were identified. To
examine these results, we sequenced the DIA clone used in the
Figure 1. Structure of the DIA Protein and Positions of the T-DNA
Insertions in the DIA Gene.
(A) DIA protein structure. The MADS box is indicated in black (amino
acids 62 to 110), and the a-motif is indicated in gray (amino acids 116 to
126). A predicted nuclear localization signal (NLS) is present in the MADS
box (amino acids 83 to 86).
(B) DIA gene structure, demonstrating the position of the T-DNA insert in
line SALK_009008. Only the first ATG codon in the open reading frame is
indicated. The T-DNA is inserted 113 nucleotides downstream of the
ATG start codon. UTR, untranslated region.
(C) DIA gene structure, demonstrating the position of the T-DNA insert in
line GK_642H10. The T-DNA is inserted 156 nucleotides downstream of
the ATG start codon.
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study by De Folter et al. (2005) and identified a frameshift
mutation, which probably explained the lack of interactions.
Therefore,weperformed a similar screen using newly constructed
bait and prey vectors with the DIA open reading frame. Both
vectorswere transformed toyeastandmatedwith thesetofMADS
box prey and bait vectors used by De Folter et al. (2005).
Analysis of the interactions revealed that DIA interacts both as
prey and as bait with theMg-type proteins AGL80, PHE1, AGL38
(PHE2), and AGL86, while homodimerization was not observed
(see Supplemental Figure 2 online). Of the four identified inter-
action partners,AGL80 is the only gene reported to be expressed
in the female gametophyte (Portereiko et al., 2006). In the context
of the embryo sac, AGL80 is expressed exclusively in the polar
nuclei and secondary nucleus of the central cell (Portereiko et al.,
2006), and the AGL80 protein is therefore a likely candidate to
interact in vivo with DIA in the central cell.
DIA and AGL80 Interact in Vivo in the Central Cell
The efficiency with which MADS box proteins are transported
into the nucleus appears to be dependent on their ability to form
homodimers or heterodimers (Immink et al., 2002). Since the
yeast two-hybrid analysis revealed that DIA does not form
homodimers, the protein probably needs to form a heterodimer
for efficient transport to the central cell’s secondary nucleus. To
investigate whether the candidate interaction partner AGL80 is
able to facilitate the transport of DIA to the nucleus of the central
cell, we analyzed the localization of the DIA fusion protein in the
agl80/AGL80 mutant. Homozygous pDIA:DIA-GFP-GUS plants
were pollinated with pollen derived from a heterozygous agl80/
AGL80 plant, and the progeny were used for the analysis. Both in
agl80 and in AGL80megagametophytes, a clear GFP signal was
detected, indicating that DIA expression is not controlled by
AGL80. However, while the GFP signal in AGL80 embryo sacs
was localized to the nucleus (Figure 2J), we observed a cyto-
plasmic localization of the fusion protein in agl80 ovules (Figures
2K to 2L). These data demonstrate that DIA is dependent on the
presence of AGL80 to be efficiently transported to the nucleus.
The diaMutation Affects the Female Gametophyte
To investigate the function of DIA, we identified T-DNA inser-
tion lines in the SALK Institute Genomic Analysis Laboratory
Figure 2. DIA Expression Analysis in the Female Gametophyte.
(A) GUS expression under the control of the DIA promoter in a stage FG6 ovule after 4 h of staining. GUS signal is visible throughout the embryo sac.
(B) Cleared nonstained ovule at stage FG5. The micropylar region is enlarged in the inset.
(C) A 7.0-mm Technovit section of a GUS-stained ovule at stage FG7. The synergid cells (sc) and the central cell (cc) are visible in this section.
(D) GFP expression under the control of the DIA promoter in a stage FG7 ovule.
(E) GUS signal in the secondary nucleus (se) of a pDIA:DIA-GFP-GUS ovule at stage FG7.
(F) GFP signal in the polar nuclei of a pDIA:DIA-GFP-GUS ovule at late stage FG5.
(G) to (I) In situ hybridization of sectioned stage FG7 ovules with a DIA digoxigenin-labeled mRNA probe. The hybridization signal is only visible in the
central cell.
(J) GFP signal in the secondary nucleus of a stage FG7 AGL80 ovule containing pDIA:DIA-GFP-GUS.
(K) to (L) GFP signal in the cytoplasm of the central cell in stage FG7 agl80 ovules containing pDIA:DIA-GFP-GUS.
The GFP images are overlays of a CSLM image and a bright-field image. ec, egg cell; en, egg cell nucleus; pn, polar nuclei; se, secondary nucleus; sn,
synergid nucleus. The scale bar in (A) is identical for all panels.
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collection (Alonso et al., 2003) and in the GABI-Kat insertion
collection (Rosso et al., 2003). Figures 1B and 1C show the
positions of the T-DNA insertions in DIA. The T-DNA in line
SALK_009008 (dia-1) is inserted 113 bp downstream of the
putative start codon and 46 bp upstreamof the start of theMADS
box region. LineGK_642H10 (dia-2) contains the T-DNA insertion
156 bp downstream of the putative start codon and only 3 bp
upstream of the start of the MADS box.
For both alleles, seeds from a segregating T3 generation were
obtained. Genotyping this generation by PCR analysis using
gene-specific and T-DNA–specific primer sets revealed that no
homozygous mutant was present for dia-1 (n = 19) and dia-2 (n =
36). Furthermore, plants scored as heterozygous mutants had
siliques in which only;50% of the seeds developed (Figure 4A),
suggesting that the dia mutation causes gametophytic lethality.
Since no difference was observed between the alleles, we
continued a thorough analysis with dia-1 only.
To determine if the dia mutation affects the male or the female
gametophyte, reciprocal crosses were performed with dia-1/DIA
plants. Heterozygous mutants were selfed, used as the female
parent for pollination with wild-type pollen, or used as the male
donor to pollinatewild-type females, and the progenywere scored
(Table 1). In all progeny plants, occurrence of the silique pheno-
type was linked to the presence of the dia-1 mutant allele, as
determined by PCR. The progeny of the self-pollinated dia-1/DIA
plants did not exhibit a Mendelian segregation (P = 9.6 3 10240)
but approximateda 1:1 segregation ofDIA/DIA todia-1/DIAplants
(P = 0.48), and no homozygous mutants were observed (Table 1).
When dia-1/DIAwas used as themale parent, 54%of the progeny
were heterozygous for the mutation, demonstrating no significant
difference between the transmission of the dia-1 allele and the
wild-type allele via themale gametophyte (P = 0.79). However, the
use of dia-1/DIA as the female parent resulted only in wild-type
progeny, indicating that the mutation affects the transmission of
the mutant allele via the female gametophyte (P = 4.3 3 10212).
The absence of any homozygous mutant in the progeny indicates
that the dia-1 mutation is fully penetrant.
The location of the T-DNA insertion in dia-1 downstream of the
first ATG codon but upstream of the MADS box region suggests
a complete disturbance of DIA function. To obtain information
about the reduction of gene expression, DIA expression was
analyzed by real-time RT-PCR in wild-type and dia-1/DIAmature
pistils. In the heterozygous pistils, we observed a reduction in
expression of ;50% (Figure 4B) compared with the wild-type.
This is in agreement with the expected loss of expression in the
mutant gametophytes, which are harbored by half of the ovule
population.
To verify that the mutant phenotype was indeed caused by the
loss of DIA function, we transformed dia-1/DIA plants with pDIA:
DIA-GFP-GUS to complement the mutant phenotype. No ho-
mozygous dia-1 mutants were obtained in the primary trans-
formants, indicating that the transformation event occurred after
the aberrations appeared or that expression of the complemen-
tation construct was insufficient. However, seven primary trans-
formants hemizygous for both the rescue construct and for the
dia-1 mutation exhibited an increased seed set to;75%. After
selfing, the progeny of these seven primary transformants were
further investigated to obtain dia-1/dia-1 plants. Indeed, geno-
typic analysis revealed homozygous dia-1 plants among the
progeny of five of the primary lines. Fifty-five plants of the
offspring (a mix from different offspring populations) were
genotyped, and 15 appeared to be homozygous dia-1 plants.
The dia-1/dia-1 plants that also contained the complementation
construct in a homozygous state showed a wild-type seed set,
consistent with a full complementation. These data demonstrate
that the loss of DIA is responsible for the female gametophytic
phenotype.
dia Embryo Sacs Have Aberrant Central Cell and Egg
Cell Morphology
To investigate the dia phenotype in more detail, we analyzed
>100 embryo sacs from wild-type and dia-1/DIA mutant plants.
Figure 3. Real-Time RT-PCR Analysis of DIA Expression.
Quantitative RT-PCR ofDIA transcript using UBIQUITIN-CONJUGATING
ENZYME21 as a reference gene. R, roots; RL, rosette leaves; St, stem; I,
inflorescences from flowers at stages 1 to 11 (according to Smyth et al.,
1990); A, anthers and filaments from flowers at stages 11 to 14; P, pistils
from flowers at stages 12 to 14; S, siliques at 5 d after pollination. Error
bars indicate the SD of two biological replicates.
Figure 4. Seed Set and DIA Expression in dia/DIA Plants.
(A)Cleared siliques from wild-type, dia-1/DIA (1), and dia-2/DIA (2) plants
at 7 d after pollination. Siliques of the heterozygous mutants are smaller
than the wild-type siliques, and seed set is reduced to ;50%.
(B) Quantitative RT-PCR analysis of DIA expression in wild-type and
dia-1/DIA mature pistils. The bars indicate relative expression of DIA.
Error bars indicate SD of three biological replicates.
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Approximately 50% of the ovules in dia-1/DIA ovaries contained
the DIA allele and showed a wild-type phenotype, whereas the
other 50% represented amutant population in which an aberrant
phenotype may be expected. To search for morphological ab-
normalities in this population, ovuleswere fixed in glutaraldehyde
(Christensen et al., 1997) and observed by confocal scanning
laser microscopy (CSLM). Ovules were analyzed from stage FG1
(one-nucleus embryo sac) to stage FG7 (mature, four-cell em-
bryo sac with degenerated antipodal cells). Analysis of the early
stages of female gametophyte development revealed that there
is no difference between the development of wild-type and dia-1
gametophytes up to and including the four-nucleus stage (n= 18;
Figure 5A). However, from stage FG5 onward, we observed an
increasing number of aberrant embryo sacs in the dia-1/DIA
pistils. The effect of the dia-1mutation was most apparent at the
final stage of megagametogenesis (stage FG7). In dia-1/DIA
pistils harvested at 24 to 48 h after emasculation of the flower, we
clearly observed a wild-type population (53%) and a mutant
population (47%).
Wild-type embryo sacs at stage FG7 consist of three cell types
(Figure 5B). The two synergid cells are localized at themicropylar
end and function in the attraction and guidance of the pollen
tube, while the haploid egg cell and diploid central cell represent
the female gametes that will develop into the zygote and the
endosperm, respectively, after fertilization. We could identify all
three cell types in >90%of the wild-type ovules at stage FG7 (n =
36) but only in 53% of the dia-1/DIA ovules (n = 109). In the
mutant population (51 ovules), the secondary nucleus of the
central cell was never observed, whereas the appearance of
the other two cell types was variable (Figures 5D and 5E). In one-
third of these ovules, no cell types could be recognized because
the embryo sac was filled with a fluorescent substance, indicat-
ing that the female gametophytewas completely degenerated. In
the remaining mutant population (34 ovules), synergid nuclei
were observed in more than two-thirds of the embryo sacs,
whereas a putative egg cell nucleus could only be identified in
26% of the assumed dia-1 ovules. However, enhanced fluores-
cence in the embryo sacs of these ovules suggests that degen-
eration is initiated as well (Figures 5D and 5E).
In the majority of the mutant embryo sacs, synergid cells were
present but a distinct egg cell was lacking. These embryo sacs
often contained one or more undefined nuclei, whose spatial
arrangement was aberrant (Figures 5D and 5E). Whether these
are nuclei of egg cells is difficult to determine from these
photographs. To study the functionality of the egg cell, we fixed
mutant ovules shortly after fertilization and investigated if a
zygote was formed. However, neither endosperm nor embryo
development was initiated in dia-1 ovules after pollination, and a
fast degeneration was observed (Figures 5C and 5F), suggesting
that a functional egg cell is lacking in dia-1 embryo sacs.
dia-1 Embryo Sacs Fail to Establish Central Cell Identity
Microscopic analysis of the dia-1 phenotype revealed that a
secondary nucleus is absent in the mutant megagametophytes.
In addition, the overall embryo sac morphology is aberrant and
undefined nuclei are often observed (Figures 5D and 5E). To
investigate the fate of the different cell types india-1 embryo sacs
further, we crossed dia-1/DIA plants with marker lines express-
ing GUS in the different cell types of the female gametophyte
(Gross-Hardt et al., 2007). Seeds harvested from each cross
were sown and embryo sacs of the F1 generation, hemizygous
for both dia-1 and the reporter construct, were analyzed. Be-
cause the reporter construct was present in a hemizygous state,
GUS signal could only be observed in 50% of the ovules from
DIA/DIA plants. For each cross, the expression of the reporter
line inDIA/DIAplantswas comparedwith the expression india-1/
DIA plants and the number of expressing ovules was scored at
40 h after emasculation or, in case of the antipodal marker, in
stage FG5 to FG6 (Figures 6A to 6L).
Consistent with the microscopic analysis, we were unable to
detect expression of the central cell marker pMEA:GUS in dia
embryo sacs (Figures 6G to 6I). Although dia female gameto-
phytes also show an aberrant morphology of the micropylar cell
types, we observed similar levels of expression of both the
synergid marker ET2634 and the egg cell marker ET1086 in DIA/
DIA and dia/DIA pistils (Figures 6A to 6F). This suggests that
synergid cell fate and egg cell fate are not compromised in dia
embryo sacs. However, in dia megagametophytes, the GUS
signal of both the synergid and the egg cell markers appeared to
be extended to adjacent cells and sometimes filled the embryo
sac completely (Figures 6B and 6E, respectively). This extension
of the signal may be explained by an increased diffusion of GUS,
caused by the initiation of degeneration in the mutant embryo
sacs. The analysis of the dia phenotype by confocal microscopy
revealed that degeneration had occurred in approximately one-
third of the FG7 embryo sacs.Moreover, a fluorescent substance
was often visible in the remaining population (Figures 5D and 5E),
indicating that these embryo sacs were also subjected to de-
generation. To investigate if the observed signal diffusion could
indeed be a result of degeneration, we analyzed expression of
the ET2634 marker in DIA/DIA ovules at 8 h after pollination. At
this time point, one of the synergids has undergone cell death
in response to the perception of the pollen tube (Sandaklie-
Nikolova et al., 2007). In many ovules, we observed diffusion of
the GUS signal that resembled the staining observed in dia em-
bryo sacs (Figure 6O), supporting the idea that the extension of
ET2634 and ET1086 signals in dia ovules is caused by the
degeneration of embryo sac cells and subsequent diffusion
of GUS.
To provide additional evidence that the broad GUS signal from
markers ET1086 and ET2634 in dia embryo sacs was a result of
degeneration, we analyzed the expression of the markers at an
earlier stage. Flowers were harvested from stages 12c and 13
(according to Smyth et al., 1990) and the pistils were stained for
GUS activity. Flowers in these stages contain embryo sacs that
Table 1. Segregation of the dia-1 Mutation in Selfed and Reciprocally
Backcrossed Offspring Populations
Parental Genotypes Progeny Genotypes
Female Male DIA/DIA dia-1/DIA dia-1/dia-1
dia-1/DIA dia-1/DIA 128 116 0
dia-1/DIA DIA/DIA 48 0 0
DIA/DIA dia-1/DIA 64 67 0
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range from the four-nucleus stage (FG4) to the four-cell stage
(FG7) and do not yet all express the cell identity markers. The egg
cell marker ET1086 and the synergid cell marker ET2634 are both
expressed from approximately late stage FG5 onward.We found
a distinct correlation between the number of ovules expressing
the markers and the number of ovules with extended staining. If
only a few ovules were expressing the marker (i.e., the ovules
were in a relatively early stage), the GUS signal was always
restricted to synergids or the egg cell (comparable with Figures
6A and 6D, respectively). However, as more ovules reached the
final developmental stage, the number of embryo sacs that
showed extension of the GUS signal increased. In the analyzed
embryo sacs that expressed GUS (stages FG5 to FG7), marker
ET1086 was restricted to the egg cell in 81% of the analyzed dia/
DIA ovules (n= 53), while diffusionwas observed in the remaining
19%. The number of embryo sacs that showed extension of the
ET2634marker was reduced to 16% in the tested stages (FG5 to
FG7; n = 165), indicating that the egg cell and synergid cell identity
are normally established in dia megagametophytes. At maturity
(FG7), the degeneration of the embryo sacs is most likely respon-
sible for the extension of the GUS signal (Figures 6B and 6E).
To study the fate of the antipodal cells in dia embryo sacs, we
analyzed dia-1/DIA plants crossed with the antipodal marker
GT3733.Wedid not find a difference between the number of FG5
and FG6 female gametophytes expressing the marker in dia/DIA
and DIA/DIA plants (Figures 6J to 6L), indicating that the differ-
entiation of the antipodals is not affected in dia mutants. Also,
diffusion of the signal was not observed in dia embryo sacs,
suggesting that degeneration had not yet initiated and that
cellularization occurred normally in stage FG5 mutant embryo
sacs. However, we did observe a difference in the location of the
GUS signal in ovules from dia/DIA and DIA/DIA plants. In a
number of ovules from dia-1/DIA plants, the expression of the
antipodal marker appeared to be shifted toward the micropylar
pole (cf. Figure 6J with Figure 6K), probably because of the
absence of a large central cell. Yet, due to theweak and transient
expression of the GT3733 marker, we were not able to quantify
this observation.
Figure 5. Microscopic Analysis of the dia-1 Phenotype.
(A) and (D) to (F) dia-1 ovules.
(B) and (C) Wild-type ovules.
(A) Stage FG4 ovule showing a wild-type phenotype. This image is a CSLM projection of three 1.0-mm optical sections.
(B) Stage FG7 wild-type ovule. This image is a CSLM projection of two 1.0-mm sections.
(C) Wild-type ovule at 16 h after pollination. Light microscopy image of a 1.0-mm section.
(D) and (E) dia-1 ovule at stage FG7. Both images are single 1.0-mm CSLM sections.
(F) Degenerated dia-1 ovule at 12 h after pollination. Light microscopy image of a 1.0-mm section.
cn, chalazal nuclei; en, egg cell nucleus; end, endosperm nuclei; mn, micropylar nuclei; sen, secondary nucleus; sn, synergid cell nucleus; un, undefined
nucleus; z, zygote. Bars in (A), (B), (D), and (E) = 20 mm; bars in (C) and (F) = 30 mm.
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Figure 6. Characterization of the dia Mutant Ovules Using Marker Lines.
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Taken together, these data suggest that DIA is important for
the differentiation of the central cell but does not determine the
fate of the synergids, the egg cell, and the antipodal cells.
However, our data indicate that the absence of the large central
cell triggers degeneration of the embryo sac at stage FG7 and
thus indirectly affects the synergid cells and egg cell.
dia Embryo Sacs Perceive Pollen Tubes but Do Not
Form a Zygote
To investigate if the initiation of degeneration in stage FG7 affects
the ability of the synergids and egg cell to fulfill their functions, we
performed additional experiments. Several female gametophytic
mutants, exhibiting a defect in fertilization, have been reported to
be affected in pollen tube guidance or reception due to malfunc-
tioning of the synergid cells (Huck et al., 2003; Rotman et al.,
2003; Kasahara et al., 2005). To address the question of whether
dia female gametophytes are able to attract a pollen tube and to
determine if the pollen tube penetrates dia ovules, we pollinated
wild-type and dia-1/DIA ovaries with pollen tubes expressing the
pollen tube marker EXO70. This marker line carries a 1.4-kb
promoter fragment of the EXO70 gene fused to the GUS reporter
gene and shows a strong GUS signal in the pollen tube that is
released in one of the synergid cells when the pollen tube
penetrates the embryo sac. Ovules were harvested at 8 and 16 h
after pollination and stained for GUS activity. In both experi-
ments, the number of stained ovules from dia-1/DIA siliques (188
of 207) was similar to the number of stained ovules in the wild
type (187 of 206), indicating that pollen tube guidance by dia
mutant embryo sacs is normal. Also, we did not observe uncon-
trolled growth of the pollen tube inside the female gametophyte,
as was reported for the feronia and sirene mutants (Huck et al.,
2003; Rotman et al., 2003). However, approximately half of the
ovules from dia-1/DIA ovaries exhibited diffusion of the GUS
signal at 8 h after pollination (29 of 67), whereas we observed
extension of the signal only in a small portion of the wild-type
ovules (9 of 70) (Figures 6M and 6N). Nonetheless, this difference
had disappeared at 16 h after pollination, when diffusion of the
signal had also occurred in wild-type ovules, due to the degen-
eration of one of the synergids upon pollination (Figures 6P and
6Q). Our data indicate that the penetration of the synergid cell by
the pollen tube is normal in dia embryo sacs and that the synergid
function is not impaired.
Microscopic analysis revealed that embryo initiation does not
occur in dia ovules. To confirm this observation, we analyzed
zygote formation by pollinating wild-type and dia-1/DIA pistils
with pollen from a pRPS5A:GUS marker line (Weijers et al.,
2001b). The RPS5A gene is strongly expressed in dividing cells,
and activity of the paternal allele can be detected from the two-
cell stage onward (Weijers et al., 2001a).Wild-type and dia-1/DIA
pistils were pollinated by the homozygousmarker line, harvested
after 20 h, and stained for GUS activity. A clear GUS signal was
present in 85% of the ovules from wild-type plants but in only
53% of the ovules from dia/DIA plants (Figures 6S to 6U). These
data indicate that the majority of the dia ovules remained
unfertilized, although we cannot exclude the possibility that
some dia ovules manage to activate embryogenesis.
DISCUSSION
DIA Is Required for Central Cell Development
DIA is an Ma-type MADS box gene that is almost exclusively
expressed in the final stages of female gametophyte devel-
opment. We investigated two independent T-DNA insertion
alleles that disrupt DIA gene functioning and found a distorted
Mendelian segregation of 1:1 instead of 3:1. Reciprocal crosses
revealed that the mutant allele is fully transmitted through the
male gametophyte but fails to transmit through the female
gametophyte.
We investigated the dia phenotype in megagametophytes
both by microscopy and by marker line analysis and found that
the dia mutation predominantly affects the differentiation of the
central cell. Up to the four-nucleus stage, no differences were
observed between embryo sacs from wild-type and dia/DIA
ovaries, but from the eight-nucleus stage onward (stage FG5),
aberrant embryo sacs were present in the dia/DIA pistils.
Figure 6. (continued).
Expression analysis of cell-specific marker genes in DIA/DIA and dia-1/DIA pistils. The marker lines are present in a hemizygous state. The pistils were
harvested at 2 d after emasculation, unless indicated otherwise.
(A) to (C) Expression of the synergid cell marker ET2634 in DIA (A) and dia-1 (B) stage FG7 ovules. In (C), the bars show the percentage of GUS-stained
ovules in DIA/DIA and dia-1/DIA pistils (n = 442).
(D) to (F) Expression of the egg cell marker ET1086 in DIA (D) and dia-1 (E) stage FG7 ovules. In (F), the bars show the percentage of GUS-stained
ovules in DIA/DIA and dia-1/DIA pistils (n = 634).
(G) to (I) Expression of the central cell marker pMEA:GUS in DIA (G) and dia-1 (H) stage FG7 ovules. In (I), the bars show the percentage of GUS-stained
ovules in DIA/DIA and dia-1/DIA pistils (n = 623).
(J) to (L) Expression of the antipodal marker GT3733 in DIA (J) and dia-1 (K) ovules between stages FG5 and FG6. In (L), the bars show the percentage
of GUS-stained ovules in DIA/DIA and dia-1/DIA pistils (n = 88).
(M) and (N) GUS staining in DIA (M) and dia-1 (N) ovules at 8 h after pollination with pollen expressing the EXO70 marker.
(O) GUS staining of the synergid cell marker ET2634 at 8 h after pollination of DIA (M) ovules.
(P) to (R) GUS staining in DIA/DIA (P) and dia-1/DIA (R) pistils at 16 h after pollination with pollen expressing the EXO70 pollen tube marker. In (R), the
bars show the percentage of GUS-stained ovules in DIA/DIA and dia-1/DIA ovules (n = 276).
(S) to (U) GUS staining in DIA (S) and dia-1 (T) developing seeds at 20 h after pollination with pollen from the RPS5A reporter line. In (U), the bars show
the percentage of GUS-stained ovules in DIA/DIA and dia-1/DIA ovules (n = 376).
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However, the embryo sacs within one pistil do not develop
completely synchronously, which made it difficult to precisely
determine the stage in which abnormalities were observed first.
The results obtained from the crosswith the cell-specificmarkers
suggest that cellularization occurs normally in dia embryo sacs.
The first distinct defect in dia embryo sacswas observed in stage
FG6 ovules, in which the secondary nucleus is not formed. The
percentage of ovules that succeed to form a secondary nucleus
in dia/DIA ovaries is 53%, which is much lower than the 92%
observed in wild-type ovaries; however, it cannot be excluded
that a few dia embryo sacs do manage to develop a secondary
nucleus.
In the final stages of megagametogenesis, dia embryo sacs
contain a variable number of unidentified nuclei with an aberrant
position. Marker line analysis revealed that both the egg cell and
the synergid cell fates are established in themutant embryo sacs,
whereas the central cell marker pMEA:GUS is not expressed.
Both synergid and egg cell nuclei thus appear to be present and
the observed aberrantmorphology of the egg cell may be caused
by the absenceof a normal central cell. The nature of the additional
nuclei that were observed in several dia embryo sacs was not
completely elucidated by themarker line analysis. Probably, these
nuclei represent remaining polar nuclei. The expression of the egg
cell and synergid cell markers in dia ovules was indistinguishable
from the expression in wild-type ovules at the seven-cell embryo
sac stage, but theGUSsignal extended to the other cells inmature
ovules. Therefore, we presume that the extended GUS signal is a
result of diffusion caused by degeneration of the dia embryo sacs
in response to the absence of a normal central cell. Although the
dia mutation primarily affects central cell development, the initia-
tion of degeneration prior to fertilization has an effect on the
micropylar cell types as well. Synergid cells are able to attract and
receive pollen tubes, but the failure of zygote formation in the
majority of the dia embryo sacs reveals that egg cell function is
impaired, which is consistentwith the absence of an egg cell in the
majority of the mature dia embryo sacs.
DIA Protein Exclusively Accumulates in the Central Cell
Analysis of plants transformed with a pDIA:DIA-GFP-GUS con-
struct revealed that the fusion protein is present exclusively in the
polar nuclei and the secondary nucleus of the central cell,
consistent with the function of DIA in central cell differentiation.
Although the pDIA:GFP-GUS reporter construct appeared to be
expressed in the egg cell and synergids as well, in situ hybrid-
ization revealed that the DIAmRNA is only present in the central
cell. Therefore, the broad GFP/GUS signal we observed in pDIA:
GFP-GUS plants is most likely due to diffusion of the GFP-GUS
mRNA or protein to the other cells of the embryo sac. However, it
cannot be excluded that DIA transcription is differentially regu-
lated via elements that are present in the coding region of the
gene.
DIA Interacts with Mg-Type MADS Domain Proteins
We used a yeast two-hybrid assay to identify the interaction
partners of DIA in order to better understand the gene regulatory
networks involved in megagametogenesis. The assay revealed
that DIA strongly interacts with the Mg-type MADS box proteins
AGL80, PHE1, PHE2 (AGL38), and AGL86. This finding supports
the observation of De Folter et al. (2005) that Ma-typeMADS box
proteins preferentially dimerize with Mb- or Mg-type proteins.
Interestingly, among the interaction partners of DIA are AGL80
and PHE1, the only two Mg-type proteins that have been
characterized to date. PHE1 and PHE2 have been reported to
be expressed in the developing seed after fertilization and are
thus probably not coexpressed with DIA (Ko¨hler et al., 2005).
However, AGL80 is known to be expressed in the central cell and
therefore is a likely candidate to interact with DIA in planta
(Portereiko et al., 2006).
To learn more about the AGL80-DIA complex, we introduced
the pDIA:DIA-GFP-GUS construct in agl80 mutant ovules
(Portereiko et al., 2006). In the agl80 embryo sacs, the DIA
fusion protein appeared to be localized in the cytoplasm instead
of the nucleus, which revealed that DIA is dependent on AGL80
for efficient transport to the nucleus. These data also demon-
strate that DIA and AGL80 interact in planta andmay act together
to form the central cell.
InArabidopsis, AGL80 functions in central cell and endosperm
development and is first expressed in the central cell just prior to
the fusion of the polar nuclei (Portereiko et al., 2006). Maternal
expression of AGL80 can be detected in the endosperm nuclei
until 3 d after pollination (Portereiko et al., 2006). In the central
cell, AGL80 and DIA are coexpressed and form a complex that
probably plays an important role in central cell differentiation. If
both genes act together, the phenotypes of the dia and agl80
mutants in the embryo sac are expected to be similar. Compar-
ison of phenotypes, however, reveals that the agl80 phenotype
appears less severe than the dia phenotype, although both
mutants are impaired in central cell function (Portereiko et al.,
2006). In contrast with dia mutants, a secondary nucleus is
formed in agl80 embryo sacs, although the size of the nucleolus
and that of the vacuole are smaller than in the wild type.
Moreover, a zygote-like structure is present in agl80 ovules after
fertilization, indicating that fertilization and egg cell function are
not affected (Portereiko et al., 2006). However, instead of endo-
sperm nuclei, the central cell cavity of agl80 ovules contains
highly fluorescent material after fertilization, probably marking
the degeneration of the central cell. Fluorescent substances
were not observed in mature agl80 embryo sacs before fertiliza-
tion (Portereiko et al., 2006). The absence of a secondary nucleus
and the premature initiation of degeneration in dia ovules may
suggest that DIA has an additional function early in central cell
formation that is independent of AGL80. Unlike AGL80, which is
not expressed until the polar nuclei are immediately adjacent to
one another (Portereiko et al., 2006), we also observed DIA
expression in separated polar nuclei, indicating that DIA is
expressed slightly earlier than AGL80. Possibly, DIA interacts
with other factors at this earlier stage, such as AGL86 or non-
MADS box proteins. Analysis of the AGL86 expression pattern in
future experiments will explore this possibility.
The AGL80-DIA complex probably functions in central cell
development by regulating a set of genes. Unfortunately, the
severe central cell phenotype of dia does not allow for a reliable
identification of downstream genes, since most genes ex-
pressed in the central cell are likely affected by the malformation
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of the central cell. Therefore, we can only speculate about the
downstream genes that are regulated by the AGL80-DIA dimer.
However, the absence ofDEMETER (DME) andDD46 expression
in agl80 mutants (Portereiko et al., 2006) suggests that the
AGL80-DIA complex is directly or indirectly involved in the reg-
ulation of many genes. DME positively regulates MEA (Gehring
et al., 2006), while MEA is involved in a complex with FIE, FIS2,
and MSI1 to repress the expression of genes required for
endosperm development, including PHE1 and PHE2. To obtain
more information about the role of AGL80-DIA in the central cell
network, additional studies involving target gene identification
need to be performed.
DIA Is Specifically Involved in Female
Gametophyte Development
A large proportion of themutants with a defect in the formation or
functioning of the female gametophyte are disrupted in house-
keeping genes or genes that encode for cell cycle proteins
(Dresselhaus, 2006). These genes usually function throughout
the plant but exhibit female sterility in a hemizygous state and are
thus identified as female gametophyte mutants. This category
comprises cytokynin-independent1 (Pischke et al., 2002),
nomega (Kwee and Sundaresan, 2003), lachesis (Gross-Hardt
et al., 2007), and many of the mutants identified by Pagnussat
et al. (2005). In contrast with the genes disrupted in these
mutants, DIA is specifically and almost exclusively expressed
in the female gametophyte (Figures 2 and 3) and is involved in
megagametogenesis. The identification of transcription factors
like DIA that play a specific role in female gametophyte devel-
opment is essential for unraveling the gene regulatory networks
involved in megagametogenesis. To date, knowledge about
these networks is largely missing and only fragmentary informa-
tion is available. Expression studies performed by Yu et al.
(2005), Johnston et al. (2007), and Steffen et al. (2007) provide a
source for the identification of cell type–specific transcription
factors in Arabidopsis and can be used as a starting point for the
analysis of gene regulatory networks underlying female game-
togenesis.
Type I MADS Box Genes Are Involved in
Megagametogenesis and Early Seed Development
Functional analysis ofMIKC-typeMADS box genes revealed that
they are predominantly involved in specifying the identities of
meristems, tissues, and specific cells throughout the life cycle of
a plant. By contrast, the type I genes seem to bemore confined to
a particular developmental process, and clear homeotic func-
tions have not been identified (Becker and Theissen, 2003; De
Bodt et al., 2003b). Of the 61 type I genes in Arabidopsis,
functional information has only been reported for the Ma-type
genes AGL23 and AGL62 and the Mg-type genes PHE1 (Kofuji
et al., 2003) and AGL80 (Portereiko et al., 2006), which all play a
role in megagametogenesis or seed development.
The functional importance of type I MADS box genes has been
under debate since their discovery in 2000. This study provides
evidence, together with the functional information on AGL23,
AGL62, AGL80, and PHE1, that both Ma- and Mg-type genes
can play important roles in plants.Moreover, it suggests a role for
type I genes in reproduction and, more specifically, in female
gametophyte development. Expression studies of the type I
MADS box genes in Arabidopsis revealed that the majority of the
type I genes are very weakly expressed, although transcripts
were detected in the inflorescences and siliques for most of the
genes by RT-PCR (Ko¨hler et al., 2003b; Parˇenicova´ et al., 2003).
In the study of Parˇenicova´ et al. (2003), DIA expression was not
detected, probably due to the very specific spatial and temporal
expression of the gene. Similarly, other type I MADS box genes,
the expression of which was reported to be weak, may exhibit a
very specific expression in the female gametophyte as well.
A combinatorial role for both Ma- and Mg-type MADS box
genes in female gametophyte development would be consistent
with the interaction data reported by De Folter et al. (2005). The
interaction map of the ArabidopsisMADS box proteins revealed
that Ma-type MADS box proteins interact predominantly with
Mg-type proteins, whereas the heterodimerization of proteins
belonging to the same class is rare, suggesting that both types of
genes are required for the formation of functional regulatory
complexes.
In conclusion, based on expression studies, mutant analysis,
and protein–protein interaction studies, we hypothesize that the
type I MADS box genes play important roles in female gameto-




Arabidopsis thaliana plants were grown in the greenhouse with a 16-h-
light/8-h-dark cycle at 228C. Seeds resulting from floral dip transforma-
tion were sterilized for 1 min in 100% ethanol and for 5 min in 1% bleach,
washed three times in sterile water, and germinated on half-strength
Murashige and Skoog selective plates (2.2 g of Murashige and Skoog
salts including Gamborg B5 vitamins, 0.5 g of MES, and 40 mg/L
kanamycin). After 10 d of incubation in a growth chamber (16 h of light/
8 h of dark, 228C), resistant plants were transferred to soil.
Segregation Analysis
SALK_009008 plants were genotyped by PCR using the following
primers: Lba1 (59-TGGTTCACGTAGTGGGCCATCG-39), 61for (59-AAG-
GCAAGCCGAGTAATTACAA-39), and 61rev (59-CGGCTCTGCGTTTG-
GAGAATGT-39). GABI_642H10 plants were genotyped using primers
pAC161for (59-GATGAAATGGGTATCTGGGAATGG-39), GABI-61for
(59-AAGGCAAGCCGAGTAATTACA-39), and GABI-61rev (59-CTTGGAT-
GTCCGAATGAGAAAGG-39). Segregation of the phenotype was tested
by clearing the siliques overnight in 70%ethanol and counting the number
of developed seeds.
For reciprocal cross analysis, dia-1/DIA (SALK_009008.51.65.x) plants
were self-pollinated or crossed with the wild type as outlined in Table 1.
The genotype of the progeny was tested with PCR; the phenotype was
tested by ethanol clearing of the siliques, as described above. The
outcome of these crosses was statistically analyzed using the x2 test.
Expression Analysis
The pDIA:GFP-GUS and pDIA:DIA-GFP-GUS constructs were generated
using the Gateway system (Invitrogen). For pDIA:GFP-GUS, a 1.9-kb
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promoter fragment was amplified from genomic DNA using primers
pAGL61for (59-CACCAACCGATTTGACAAATGCCCGAAACCGA-39) and
pAGL61rev (59-TTTTTGTATGGAGGGTTTTAGTTGCTTTTCT-39). A ge-
nomic fragment (2.5 kb) containing the DIA open reading frame and
upstream sequences was amplified with the primers pAGL61for and
fusAGL61rev (59-TGAAACAACCATTTCCATTGGCAAAATT-39). Both
fragments were cloned into the pENTR/D-TOPO vector, and an LR
reaction was performed to recombine the fragments in the binary vectors
pKGWFS7 (pDIA) and pBGWFS7 (pDIA:DIA) (Karimi et al., 2002). The
resulting vectors were transformed into Agrobacterium tumefaciens
using freeze-thaw transformation (Chen et al., 1994). Transformation of
Arabidopsis wild-type Columbia plants or dia-1/DIA plants was per-
formed using the floral dip method as described by Clough and Bent
(1998).
GUS activity was analyzed by staining various tissues overnight at 378C
in staining solution (0.1% Triton X-100, 2 mM Fe2+CN, 2 mM Fe3+CN, and
1mM5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl-b-glucuronic acid in 50mMphosphate
buffer, pH 7.0). For ovule staining, pistils were incised on both sides and
incubated in staining solution for 2 to 16 h. Ovules were cleared in 20%
lactic acid/20% glycerol and observed on a Zeiss Axiovert 135 micro-
scope using differential interference contrast optics.
For sectioning, pistils were fixed in 90% ice-cold acetone, incubated on
ice for 20 min, and washed two times in 50 mM phosphate buffer. Pistils
were incised on both sides, stained in staining solution for 4 h, and fixed in
FAA fixative (50 mL ethanol, 5 mL of acetic acid, 10 mL of 37%
formaldehyde, and 35 mL of water) for 2 h. The tissue was dehydrated
in an ethanol series (50, 70, 90, 100, and 100%) for 10min each and slowly
infiltrated with preparation solution A (100 mL of Technovit 7100, one
package of Hardener I [Kulzer], and 2.5 mL of polyethylene glycol 400) as
follows: 1 h at 1:3 solution A:100% ethanol; 1 h at 1:1 solution A:100%
ethanol; 1 h at 3:1 solution A:100%ethanol; and then solution A overnight.
The pistils were embedded in a mix of 15 mL of solution A and 1 mL of
Hardener II (Kulzer). Sections (7 mm) were cut, stained with 0.2%
safranine, and observed with light microscopy.
For analysis of GFP expression, pistils were dissected on amicroscope
slide in 50mMphosphate buffer (pH 7.0) and observedwithCSLMusing a
Leica TCS-SP5 microscope. GFP was excited with an argon laser (488
nm), and emission was detected between 500 and 530 nm.
For in situ hybridization, pistils from flower stages 12c and 13 were
embedded in BMM (40 mL of butyl methacrylate, 10 mL of methyl
methacrylate, and 0.5% [w/v] benzoinethylether). The tissue was fixed in
10% paraformaldehyde and 0.25% glutaraldehyde in 10 mM phosphate
buffer/0.1 M NaCl, washed in phosphate buffer, and dehydrated in an
ethanol series. Infiltration with BMMwas performed as follows: 2 h at 3:1
ethanol:BMM; 2 h at 1:1 ethanol:BMM; 2 h at 1:3 ethanol:BMM; and then
100% BMM overnight, all at 48C. After incubation in fresh BMM (2 h), the
material was poured in gelatin capsules, overfilled with BMM, and closed
with a cap. Polymerization was induced for 24 h at 2208C in UV light.
Sections (3 mm) were processed and hybridized with a DIA antisense or
sense RNA probe. The 443-nucleotide probe fragment was amplified
from genomic DNA using primers QAGL61for (59-TGAATCTGTATTG-
GATCGCTACG-39) and TOPO61rev (59-AAAGCATTATTATGAATCA-
GAAACA-39) and cloned into pGEM-T Easy (Promega). The resulting
construct was either digested with NcoI (antisense) or with SpeI (sense),
and the runoff transcript was produced using the SP6 (antisense) or T7
(sense) RNA polymerases and digoxigenin-labeled UTP (Roche Applied
Science).
Hybridization was performed as follows: the BMMwas washed off with
acetone, and the sections were rehydrated in an ethanol series before
proteinase K treatment (30 min, 378C, 1 mg/mL). After dehydration in an
ethanol series, hybridization mix was added to the sections (10 mM Tris,
pH 7.5, 300 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 10% dextran sulfate, 250 ng/mL
tRNA, 50% formamide, 13Denhardt’s solution [13Denhardt’s solution is
0.02% Ficoll, 0.02% polyvinylpyrrolidone, and 0.02% BSA], 10 mM DTT,
and 50 ng of probe fragment per slide) and incubated overnight at 508C.
The slides were washed in 23 SSC (13 SSC is 150 mM NaCl and 15 mM
sodium citrate) (10 min, 508C), 13 SSC (10 min, 508C), and 0.53 SSC (20
min, room temperature). After blocking with 1% BSA, a 1:500 dilution of
anti-digoxigenin/AP in 1% BSA was pipetted on each slide, which was
incubated for 2 h at 378C. After washing with BSA (once for 20 min) and
Tris-buffered saline (103 Tris-buffered saline is 1.5 M NaCl and 1 M Tris,
pH 7.5; twice for 15min), the color–substrate solution (5mL of 5-bromo-4-
chloro-3-indolyl-phosphate, 7.5 mL of nitroblue tetrazolium [Roche Ap-
plied Science] in 1.5 mL of 0.1 M Tris, pH 9.0, 0.1 M NaCl, and 0.05 M
MgCl2) was applied to the sections, which were incubated in the dark at
room temperature until signal appeared.
For quantitative RT-PCR analysis of DIA expression, different tissues
were harvested from Columbia wild-type Arabidopsis plants. RNA was
extracted using the Qiagen RNeasy Plant mini kit, and cDNA was
synthesized with the iScript cDNA synthesis kit (Bio-Rad). Real-time
RT-PCR was performed with the iQ SYBR Green Supermix from Bio-Rad
using primers QAGL61for (59-TGAATCTGTATTGGATCGCTACG-39) and
QAGL61rev (59-CCCTTCTTCTTCTCTTCTTCTACC-39) for AGL61 and
Ath UBCfor (59-ATGCTTGGAGTCCTGCTTGG-39) and Ath UBCrev
(59-TGCCATTGAATTGAACCCTCTC-39) for the reference gene UBIQUITIN-
CONJUGATING ENZYME21 (Czechowski et al., 2005). The following PCR
programwas used: 1min at 958C; 40 cycles of 10 s at 958C and 45 s at 578C;
1min at 958C; and 1min at 578C. Two biological and two technical replicates
were performed.
To test the reduction inDIA expression in the dia-1 allele, pistils of wild-
type and dia-1/DIA plants were emasculated and harvested 48 h later.
RNA extraction and quantitative RT-PCR analysis were performed with
the same protocol and primers as the DIA expression analysis.
Yeast Two-Hybrid Analysis
The yeast two-hybrid screening was performed as described by De Folter
et al. (2005). The original AGL61 (DIA) clone used by De Folter et al. (2005)
lacks the first 113 bp of the open reading frame, causing a frameshift at
that position. A new full-length clone was used for the construction of the
yeast two-hybrid vectors. Bait (pBDGAL4) vectors transformed in yeast
strain PJ69-4A and prey (pADGAL4) vectors transformed in strain PJ69-
4a were mated on minimal synthetic defined (SD) medium containing all
essential amino acids and grown overnight at 308C. Subsequently, the
yeast was transferred to SD plateswithout Leu (L) and Trp (W) to select for
yeast containing both plasmids. After 2 d of growth at 308C, the yeast was
transferred to three different selective media (SD – LW and adenine [A];
SD – LW andHis [H], 5mM3-amino-1,2,4-triazole; and SD – LWH, 10mM
3-amino-1,2,4-triazole). These plates were incubated at room tempera-
ture and scored for yeast growth after 4 d. For the identified interactions,
distinct yeast growth was observed on all media for both orientations (DIA
as bait or prey). The AGL61 (DIA) bait used in the analysis of De Folter et al.
(2005) contained a frameshift mutation and was used as a negative
control in these experiments.
Phenotypic Analysis
Wild-type and dia-1/DIA pistils and siliques were harvested at different
time points and fixed for 2 h in 2% glutaraldehyde in 50 mM phosphate
buffer (pH 7.2). The tissue was rinsed three times with phosphate buffer
and incubated for 60 min in 1% OsO4. The tissue was dehydrated in an
ethanol series (10% steps, 30 min each) until 100% ethanol was reached.
Subsequently, the tissuewas incubated in 100%propylene oxide (30min,
two times), 25% Spurr’s resin in propylene oxide (4 h), and 50% Spurr’s
resin in propylene oxide (overnight). The vials were left opened in the fume
hood until the propylene oxide was evaporated and incubated in fresh
100% Spurr’s resin for 4 to 8 h. The tissue was embedded in flat
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embedding molds and polymerized overnight at 608C. Sections (1 mm)
were cut, stained with toluidine blue, and observed with light microscopy.
CSLM analysis of wild-type and dia-1/DIA pistils and siliques was
performed as described by Christensen et al. (1997).
Marker Line Analysis
The gametophytic markers used in this study are enhancer detector (ET)
and gene trap (GT) lines that were generated using the system of
Sundaresan and colleagues (1995). All insertions are in the Landsberg
erecta accession and were described by Gross-Hardt and colleagues
(2007) with the exception of ET1086, which stains the egg cell and the
pollen tube. The different reporter lines were pollinated with dia-1/DIA
pollen, and the harvested seeds were sown on soil. DIA/DIA plants were
distinguished from dia-1/DIA plants by PCR using primers Lba1, 61for,
and 61rev. Pistils were dissected and incubated for 2 to 3 d in GUS
staining buffer containing 10 mM EDTA, 0.1% Triton X-100, 0.5 mM Fe2
+CN, 0.5 mMFe3+CN, 2 mg/mL 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl-b-glucuronic
acid, and 0.1mg/mL chloramphenicol in 50mMphosphate buffer, pH 7.0.
Ovules were cleared in 20% lactic acid/20% glycerol and observed on a
Zeiss Axiovert 135 microscope using differential interference contrast
optics.
The pEXO70:GUSmarker line contained a 1.4-kb promoter fragment of
the EXO70 gene fused to the GUS reporter gene. The pRPS5A:GUS
marker line has been described by Weijers et al. (2001b). For analysis of
the EXO70 and RPS5A reporter lines, dia-1/DIA pistils were pollinated
with the respective lines and the pistil was harvested at 8 h, 16 h (EXO70),
or 20 h (RPS5A) after pollination. Staining was performed from 4 h (in the
case of EXO70) to overnight (for RPS5A).
Accession Numbers
Sequence data from this article can be found in the Arabidopsis Genome
Initiative or GenBank/EMBL databases under the following accession
numbers: DIA (AGL61), At2g24840 (Arabidopsis Genome Initiative) or
EU836691 (GenBank); AGL80, At5g48670 or DQ406752; AGL62,
At5g60440 or EU493093; PHE1 (AGL37), At1g65330 or AF528580;
PHE2 (AGL38), At1g65300 or AY141245; AGL86, At1g31630; EXO70,
At2g28640.
Supplemental Data
The following materials are available in the online version of this article.
Supplemental Figure 1. DIA Expression Analysis Using pDIA:GFP-
GUS and pDIA:DIA-GFP-GUS Reporter Lines.
Supplemental Figure 2. Yeast Two-Hybrid Interaction Assay.
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